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Argyle / Accucraft  

New South Wales Government Railways C38 Class 4-6-2 

 

Pilot model shown in these images is subject to design corrections. 

 

Additional Technical Features 

 Driving Wheels are hollow ‘Boxpox’ as the full size Locos.  can you find the trade mark on the wheels?  

 Chassis is sprung on all wheels, with sprung side control on the leading bogie. 

 Main driving axle boxes have oil reservoirs with felt oil pads. 

 Trailing Truck has oil /felt reservoirs. 

 Main Coupling rod and Connecting rod have a rotating bronze sleeve bearing common to both rods 

 Spirit fired boilers have Automatic Blower which opens when the Regulator is shut. 

 Full non streamlined smoke box door behind streamlined nose cone 

 Brake gear has the Brake cylinders /inside levers and adjusters fitted [non-working] between the 

frames. 

 Real C38 style steam regulator. Quick action Screw reverser for easy control of cut-off and reversing. 

 Axle driven feed pump and transverse tender hand pump for water boiler levels. 

 Blowdown valve on water glass.   
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Driving Wheels are hollow ‘Boxpox’ as the full size Locos 

Can you find the trade mark on the wheels? 
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Main driving axle boxes have oil reservoirs with felt oil pads. Main Coupling rod and 

Connecting rod have a rotating bronze sleeve bearing common to both rods 
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Real C38 style steam regulator. Quick action screw reverser for easy control of cut-
off and reversing. Water glass has blow-down valve.  Spirit fired boilers have 

automatic blower which opens when the regulator is shut. 
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Brake gear has the Brake cylinders /inside levers and adjusters fitted [non-working] 

between the frames. 
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Cylinder drain cocks and sprung side control on the leading bogie 
 guides the loco into curves 
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Chassis is sprung on all wheels (loco and tender), with sprung side control on the 

leading bogie. Main driving axle boxes have oil reservoirs with felt oil pads. Trailing 

Truck has oil /felt reservoirs. Axle driven feed pump and transverse tender hand 

pump for water boiler levels. 


